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The significance of statistical fluctuations in a synchrotron beam is often neglected, with a consequent loss
of precision or accuracy of up to two orders of magnitude. We illustrate this for the specific example of
an x-ray attenuation measurement. Since all x-ray measurements involve either scattering or absorption (or
both), the net potential gain in precision is similar for all such experiments, including crystallographic and
XAFS determinations. We demonstrate the net gain with data obtained with two matched ion chambers on
a monochromatized bending magnet beam at the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan. Isolating and measuring
component contributions to the overall fluctuations allows a robust determination of the limiting experimental
precision. This approach also determines the absolute incident flux without measuring the absolute photon
count. The type of statistical analysis described is not only apost facto diagnostic tool but, by being
incorporated into the experiment on-line, can provide a real-time optimizing intervention in the measurement
process. Copyright 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

In Part 1,1 we discussed a model of the experimen-
tal geometry involving paired ion chambers as monitor
and detector upstream and downstream with a suitable
scattering or attenuating sample interposed. It explored
assumptions that synchrotron sources are distributed in
a symmetric Gaussian manner, and revealed problems in
basing analysis on quoted specifications for a beamline,
or in relying upon operator-provided beam current profiles
for precision experiments. The problem raised is accen-
tuated by the presence of significant additional normally
distributed and non-Gaussian fluctuations.

Use of the model, optimized experimental conditions
and a correct understanding of correlated signals allowed
apparent experimental limitations at the 1–7% uncer-
tainty level to be reduced to 0.01–0.03%. This is a
major improvement which can make otherwise imprac-
tical experiments possible.

In the specific field of absorption coefficient measure-
ment, this increase in precision allows fundamental atomic
physics and existing theory to be critically investigated,2

and allows improvement upon earlier work by up to two
orders of magnitude. We cite here issues regarding the
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physics of scattering contributions,3 the relativistic cor-
rection factor in the atomic form factor,4 investigations
of XAFS and other structure near absorption edges5 and
discrepancies between theoretical predictions of absorp-
tion coefficients.6 As with any area of research, an order
of magnitude improvement should allow the resolution of
many outstanding questions.

This paper develops thea priori model1 into an on-
line diagnostic tool by isolating the noise contributions,
analysing their correlated statistical signatures and utiliz-
ing them to indicate corrective measures needed to provide
statistically optimized information. It also discusses crite-
ria for collecting such optimized data.

THE FOUR INDEPENDENT MEASURES OF
NOISE PROVIDED BY THE DATA AND THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE

The experimental geometry (upstream monitor and down-
stream detector) gives four independent measurable para-
meters: the noise (observed standard deviation) in the
upstream ion chamber�obsup; the noise in the downstream
ion chamber�obsdown; the correlation coefficient between
the two chamber readingsRupdown; and the standard devi-
ation �obsratio of the point-to-point ratio.

These all measure some combination of independent
fluctuations, but with different weights. Thus, accurate
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compilation of all four measures of association allows
access to information on different combinations of noise
components. This is shown explicitly by the equations
below, where reference is made to relative standard devi-
ations (s.d.s) as identified and observed in Tables 1–4:
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The meaning of each component is given in the first
column of Table 4. Further explanation of the symbols is
given explicitly in Part 1.1 While most of the symbols are
obvious or defined in Table 4, some remarks are needed
for the details of implementation of these equations.

Each equation has two parts. The first is a simple sta-
tistical identity and the second approximation is its imple-
mentation in our model. The exact equations apply in a
model-independent manner if all correlated contributions
are exactly known. The approximations given in the same
equations represent our assumptions as to both the type of
component contributions and the full correlation matrix.
In other words, if we have identified the time dependence,
dominant correlations and dominant contributions to fluc-
tuations across all time-scales and measurements, then the
approximate relations (³) should be close to identities and
the model should agree well with all the experimental data
in each independent set.

We differentiate between the flux of photons after
monochromationIup, the fluxes of photons absorbed per
second in the upstream monitorIabsup or downstream
detectorIabsdown, and the integrated current reading recor-
ded by the detectorsIM and ID. The percentage standard
deviation (or coefficient of variation) contributions from
zero offset noise (�zeroup and�zerodown), are computed from
their absolute standard deviations, divided by the actual
detector or monitor current reading with the beam on,
IM or ID, respectively. The attenuation factor involving
ID (current reading) is computed from experimental val-
ues, and requires a measurement of the straight-through
beam (i.e. no attenuatorID,blank) for each attenuated mea-
surement. Electronic bias offsets lead to signalsIM,off and
ID,off in the absence of any photon flux.

The remaining two independent observables are the
correlation coefficient between the two chamber readings
Rupdown; and the standard deviation�obsratio of the point-to-
point ratio:
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The approximations in Eqns (3) and (4) are very
good when no ‘accidental’ correlations occur between
causally uncorrelated components. Accidental correlation
can occur if a very thick attenuator is placed between
the detectors when the uncorrelated downstream noise
dominates and the signal is also very weak. Under these
conditions an accidental correlation between this ‘uncorre-
lated’ component and some other contributing fluctuation
may become significant and lead to a correlation coeffi-
cient ofš0.5 or so. This would imply that conditions and
samples are not correctly chosen for the experiment.

Equation (4a) may be implemented using the approxi-
mate relations given in Eqns (1)–(3), which is not identi-
cal with the approximate relation given by Eqn (4b), but
both represent analysis of the same dominant correlations.
Hence a check of the validity of the model is to compare
the results of Eqn (4a) with those of Eqn (4b) and with
directly observed data.

Because of the large variability of the decay trend,1 a
short and a long-term estimate were generally compared
to determine the apparent standard deviation of the pooled
variance due to the trend, and hence the actual standard
deviation underlying the trend:
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if trend removed.
The long-term trend is the relative change in flux per

point measurement (i.e. 3 s, 20 s or whatever) deter-
mined over the full duration of an independent set of
scans. The short-term trend is the relative change in flux
for the same duration but determined from a single scan
(11 or 21 points). If the trend is uniform these measures
will be consistent with the long-term measure more accu-
rate; however, if the beam is unstable over the duration
of acquisition of the set of data, the long-term trend is
meaningless and the short-term trend is much more reli-
able. The results of both Eqns (5a) and (5b)are consistent,
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underscoring their validity, and Eqn (5a) is the obvious
derived variance consequential on determining the mean
of any series with a linear trend.

WHAT INDEPENDENT NOISE COMPONENTS
CAN BE DIRECTLY INVESTIGATED?

For the observed�obsup [Eqn (1)], the upstream noise
signal weights each source of variance equally. For the
downstream detector fluctuation�obsdown, components are
weighted differently—the attenuating sample increases
the relative statistical noise components with the decrease
in flux, while the other contributions to downstream noise
are similar to upstream monitor values. The zero off-
set noise can dominate in the downstream variance for
strongly attenuating targets. The correlation coefficient
Rupdown gives the ratio of the correlated noise contributions
(positive�time, �decay, �up minus negative�absup�updown) com-
pared with the total. The point-to-point ratio s.d.�obsratio

omits positively correlated contributions, being composed
only of uncorrelated and anti-correlated components. The
balance between these contributions changes significantly
as the x-ray energy varies, from 5 to 20 keV, allowing
exploration of particular components at different energies.

Hence the timing error, the decay trend, short-term dis-
continuities in flux, the negatively correlated components,
the positively correlated components and the uncorrelated
components may all be separately investigated. A suitable
model-based assumption must finally be invoked, but this
can be tested against the data. Errors in the model, pre-
sented above and developed below, could involve omitted
noise components, inadequate description of the correla-
tion matrix, incorrect scalings with time, overestimated
components or incorrect relative magnitudes of compo-
nents. However, the consistency of the model predictions
for an enormous range of results, where absolute s.d.s
have been explicitly varied through factors of over 100,
strongly confirms most details of this discussion at the
level claimed.

Component percentage s.d.s are simply given by photon
or charge-counting statistics:
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HereAion is the fraction of photons absorbed in the active
region of the ion chamber, so thatIupAiont is simply the
total number of photons absorbed in the active region of
the upstream monitor:
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The incident x-ray energy isEkeV, and the energy to
produce an ion pair in the ion chamber isEionpair, so that
EkeV/2Eionpair is just the number of charges per photon
absorbed.
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MEASURED PHOTON AND OTHER NOISE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO OBSERVED STANDARD
DEVIATIONS

Determined incident flux, and associated uncertainties
in flux and in observed noise are given in Table 1.
The detailed measurements conducted are summarized in
Table 2, giving the different time-scales, energies and tests
of reproducibility investigated. Table 3 explicitly sum-
marizes the large range of relative s.d.s in the upstream
monitor, the downstream detector and the point-to-point
ratio observed in independent scans, together with the con-
sequent variation in the observed correlation coefficientR.
Our model must provide good agreement with observed
results for correlation coefficients varying across almost
the full possible range. The model (and observed results)
include a scaling with time. This method can determine (in
the first row of Table 1) the incident flux to�.I//I D 20%,
for fluxes varying by factors of 40 and for widely vary-
ing incident x-ray energies. This determination of incident
flux relates to our observed upstream measurements; since
the method is also successful for the downstream observa-
tions, the accuracy should be valid for much larger ranges
of flux.

Downstream observations probed fluxes reduced by
¾3ð 10�5, with the flux determination becoming poorer
but still useful at this low-flux limit. We achieve this with-
out actually measuring the flux, but only by measuring the
noise distribution. The confidence of our result is based on
the consistency of consecutive flux determinations, and on

Table 1. Measured fluxes for 1 s counting times and sum-
mary of estimated precision of each measurement,
consequent on the extensive series of measurements
of the four independent measures of noise for each
independent set of data

Parameter 5 keV 10 keV 20 keV

Measured photon count
per second from series of
sets of data after
monochromation, Iup

(3–15)
ð108

(1.5–4)
ð109

(4.4–6)
ð108

Estimated precision of
each measurement (%)

20 20 20

Related observed
variation of
observed/predicted
ratios for �obsup, �obsdown

and �obsratio (%)

10–40 10–40 10–40

Air gap attenuation
(fraction absorbed)
between detectors (20
cm gap), Aair (%)

64 14 2
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Table 2. Summary of the extensive series of measurements
for the determination of statistical contributions
and their uncertainties, for each independent set
of dataa

Parameter 5 keV 10 keV 20 keV

Number of sets of data
investigated

4 3 3

Independent scans per set 5, 5, 5, 7 7, 7, 7 8, 8, 7
Total number of
independent scans

22 21 23

Points per scan (range) in 11, 21, 101 11, 21 11, 21, 102,
different scans 209
Seconds per point (range)
in different scans

1, 3, 10 1, 3 1, 3, 5, 20

a A set is a group of independent scans with different attenuators
or samples but with the incident monitor fluxes in a continuous
run so that a single set of model parameters (i.e. Iup, etc.) can be
defined. Hence the model is fitted to a complete set of data, as
illustrated by Tables 5 and 6 of in Part 1. The results and their
accuracy and consistency are then determined for that data set.

the 10–40% agreement of observed/predicted ratios of all
measures (�obsup, �obsdown and�obsratio) for 5–8 independent
data scans simultaneously, in each data set (Table 1). Each
scan involves widely differing attenuation and probes the
scaling of noise over a long baseline (Table 3). All pre-
dictions must agree with the observed % s.d.s for the
defined photon fluxes, simultaneously. Each set of data

Table 3. Summary of the range of measured results for
the four independent measures of noise, for each
independent scan of data

Parameter 5 keV 10 keV 20 keV

Range of measured
relative monitor
fluctuations, �obsup

(1.5–6)
ð10�4

(4–14)
ð10�4

(6–72)
ð10�4

Range of measured
relative detector
fluctuations, �obsdown

(2.5–322)
ð10�4

(3.6–96)
ð10�4

(5.5–172)
ð10�4

Range of measured
detector–monitor
correlation coefficient,
Rupdown

�0.423 to
C0.996

C0.414 to
C0.998

C0.104 to
C0.970

Range of measured
point–point fluctuations,
�obsratio

(0.07–3.0)
ð10�4

(0.14–4.8)
ð10�4

(0.49–7.2)
ð10�4

scans probes�obsup covering a range over a factor of 4
or 12, which is a good probe of the noise components,
�obsratio is probed simultaneously over a factor of 30. The
range of�obsdown probed in any set of data scans reaches
a factor of 100, or a range of downstream fluxes of 104.
The predicted results agree with observed results on all
these temporal and flux scales.

Individual noise contributions for the investigation are
presented in Table 4. These results depend in a simple
manner on the photon flux incident on the detector. Most

Table 4. Fluctuations (1 s.d.,srel = sabs/I) from various sources for one-second counting times, derived from measurements

R Reduction of
correlation s.d./I for 100 s

s.d./I, Energy Energy Energy between duration
Parameter �rel 5 keV 10 keV 20 keV detectors versus 1 s

Statistical contribution from incident flux to
upstream detector (for one second counting
times)

�up (2.6–5.8)
ð10�5

(1.6–2.6)
ð10�5

(4.1–4.8)
ð10�5

1 ð10�1

Positively correlated noise, composed of
non-statistical variation of incident flux and
discontinuous beam dumping and refilling

�ebeam (1.8–3)
ð10�4

(6–8)
ð10�4

(8–11)
ð10�4

1 ð10�1

Statistical contribution from absorbed flux
to upstream detector; and effect on
downstream detector (for 1 s counting
times)

�absup;

�updown

(3.7–8.2)
ð10�5;

(3.7–8.2)
ð10�5

(5.7–9.4)
ð10�5;

(5.0–7.7)
ð10�6

(4.6–5.3)
ð10�4;

(3.7–4.3)
ð10�6

�1 ð10�1

Statistical contribution from absorbed flux
on downstream detector

�absdown (8.6–19)
ð10�5

(6.4–11)
ð10�5

(4.6–5.4)
ð10�4

0 ð10�1

Additional fluctuation of electron–ion
currents (¾16 eV per ion pair)

�ionup (1.9–4.3)
ð10�6

(2.1–3.5)
ð10�6

(1.2–1.4)
ð10�5

0 ð10�1

Timing error (scalar error dominates) �time 5ð 10�7 5ð 10�7 5ð 10�7 1 1

Short-term decay slope of flux (10 current
lifetime D C2.6ð 10�5 s�1)

�decay š1ð 10�4 š3ð 10�4 š2ð 10�4 1 ð102

Zero offset (monitor): results given for no
attenuator limit; and for no beam limit

(N D scalar count):
1
N
³

�zeroup .2–4/ð 10�5;
.1–2/ð 10�3

.2–4/ð 10�5;

.1–2/ð 10�3
3ð 10�5;
.3–4/ð 10�3

0 ð10�2

Zero offset (detector): results given for no
attenuator limit; and for no beam limit

�zerodown .2–4/ð 10�5;
.1–2/ð 10�3

.2–4/ð 10�5;

.1–2/ð 10�3
3ð 10�5;
.2–3/ð 10�3

0 ð10�2

Amplifier and conversion noise (ð10–50 for
poor settings)

�amp 10�6 10�6 10�6 0,š1 ð10�1
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dependences estimated prior to the experiment, based on
reported beam and detector characteristics, are accurate.
As presented in Table 2 in Part 1,1 reported values in
Table 4 are based on 1 s measurement times, and the
observed scaling with other durations is indicated in the
last column. Values of�updown and�absdown in Table 4 are
based on ‘blank’ measurements (with no sample or atten-
uator)—all attenuated measurements will have increased
variances as discussed.

Two results are presented in the rows for�zeroup and
�zerodown. The ‘blank’ or no attenuator limit represents the
beam attenuated only by the air gap and the upstream
detector, while the no beam limit represents the beam
fully attenuated, thereby leaving the residual zero offset
noise. Noise in these rows is effectively a simple counting
limit—the uncertainty corresponding to this particular
noise contribution is well represented byš1 count.

Our a priori estimates of noise component magnitudes1

were usually accurate. Estimates of time dependences for
the timing error and zero offset were inadequate, although
they may be accurate for time-scales<1 s. The num-
ber of photons estimated from the bending magnet com-
puted output, collimation and monochromator efficiency,
is accurate within factors of 3 (5 keV), 4 (10 keV) and
6 (20 keV) (Table 1 versus predictions in Part 11). There
is an intrinsic factor of two uncertainty in the predictions
in Part 11 (based on optimal performance of the beam),
as the beam may be at its maximum or minimum current
before filling. The timing estimate was accurate within
a factor of two. In poorly optimized settings, the actual
amplifier noise was much larger. The decay estimate was
in agreement with expectations but varied much more dra-
matically as a function of time than expected. The zero
offset noise and discontinuities in beam current were also
more significant than predicted.

The simple estimates1 of component relative s.d.s were
generally accurate within a factor of two. Derived results
for component relative s.d.s are much more accurate, with
uncertainties estimated as 10–20% in any given series of
data. Hence our approach is very reliable for both under-
standing and optimizing data collected at synchrotrons.

CAN WE OPTIMIZE THE STATISTICS ON-LINE
TO THE PRECISION REQUIRED, AS WE
COLLECT DATA?

It is probably obvious by now that the answer to this
question is yes. We certainly achieved this. The value of
a method for improving the limiting precision of results
by an order of magnitude cannot be overestimated. In the
final analysis, it is also worth the effort simply to be able
to define contributing errors. The limitation in any given
experiment will, of course, still depend upon detectors,
collimation, divergence and all other parameters of the
experiment.

Additionally, the on-line determination of photon and
other noise allows a rapid estimation of the limitations
of a particular beamline, or of a particular day of syn-
chrotron operation, which might invalidate a given type of
experiment. The detailed approach could be time consum-
ing. However, by using a system of equations and fitting
programs as discussed here, the precise consequences of

gas pressure, amplifier range, detector tuning, etc., can be
quantified within the first hour of data collection. Since
some modifications decrease error contributions of partic-
ular components by orders of magnitude, this is a very
effective use of beam time.

HOW TO OPTIMIZE THE PRECISION

The optimum precision involves correct analysis, allowing
for all correlation between noise contributions. The overall
correlation coefficient should be positive and close to
unity.

The ranges ofRupdown listed in Table 3 include specific
data sets where the correlation was negative. In general
this can be due to many characteristics of the experimental
chain. In our cases this was sometimes due to a very heavy
attenuator which allowed zero offset noise to dominate,
and sometimes to spurious short-term trends in detectors
(dominated by accidental correlations between formally
uncorrelated noise contributions). Hence longer data series
would have minimized this, and use of appropriate target
thicknesses would have resolved other cases.

To demonstrate that this is a resolvable issue, in Fig. 1,
we plot the correlation coefficientRupdown as a function of
energy. Clearly the correlation is optimized, and almost
all results are highly correlated as intended. Further,
for comparisons between monitor and detector with no
attenuator interposed,Rupdown is always>0.9, and often
around 0.99. Figure 1 shows a larger spread at the very
low and very high energies. This is due to the explicit
use of a range of thicknesses and the wide variation
of attenuation over the energy range investigated. The
thickest attenuator demonstrated the problem of accidental
correlation, while the thinner attenuators were largely
unaffected. There is also a trend for the value ofRupdown to
decrease at higher energies, which is due to the detector
efficiency declining with energy. This could be further
optimized by changing the detector gas.

The net improvement over poorly optimized investi-
gations is variable. Perhaps the best comparison is that
given in Part 1 regarding the precision of relative thickness
determinations. The precision of attenuation point-to-point
ratios may be one or two orders of magnitude better than
s.d.s using other methods. Accuracy may also be dramat-
ically improved. Absolute intensities are needed in many
experiments, but even the determination of ratios of inten-
sities is dramatically improved by this approach.

For two particular data series discussed in Part 1,1 the
point-to-point ratio s.d.s were 0.15 and 0.045%, respec-
tively. The standard error of the ratio is a factor of 3–5
smaller in these scans, approaching 0.03–0.01%. These
optimized precisions compare with estimates using pooled
variances of 1–7% precision, which have been limit-
ing precisions in many previous literature results in the
attenuation field. This relative improvement is also repre-
sented by the use of inappropriate equations [Eqn (1) or
(7) in Part 1,1] as opposed to optimized equations with
proper inclusion of correlation [Eqn (6), (8) or (9) in
Part 11].

A much more extensive study along these lines is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. We explicitly collected two indepen-
dent sets of results at different times with no sample
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Figure 1. Correlation coefficients between monitor and detector signals for an extensive series of attenuation measurements, as a
function of energy. Optimization requires a high positive correlation coefficient, as illustrated, which is achievable for most x-ray
observations.

Figure 2. Use of normalization and well-defined collimation to improve the variance of reported measurements below 1%, compared
with Part 11 [Fig. 2 or Eqn (1)]. No correlation is taken into account. This shows the consistency of attenuated ratios of independent
measurements paired randomly (i,j), using poor normalisation [e.g. Eqn (7) in Part 11] for any two independent measurements. Dots
.IMi/IMj / lie above squares .IMj/IDi / implying a small residual systematic effect.

or attenuatorfor an extendedseries of measurements.
This reflects the consistencyof results achievedusing
optimizedmatcheddetectorsbut with poor analysis,not
incorporatingthe effects of correlationbetweensignals.
The resultsplotted in Fig. 2 mimic the use of Eqn (7)
in Part1.1 This figure showsthe observedvarianceusing

monitor anddetectorratioswith offsets,but with random
pairing of data(i.e. with no correlation).

Theseresultshavea precisionof 0.1–0.2%,compared
with the pooled varianceof 1–3% basedon thickness
variation of samples. If the measurementswere not
normalizedat all, we would obtaina distributionreflected
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Figure 3. Consistency of variation of independent measurements with final computed statistical precision, with all correlations taken
into account. This shows the consistency of attenuated ratios of independent measurements paired correctly (i,i), (j,j) for any two
independent measurements. Crosses .IMi/IDi/ lie above dots .IMj/IDj/ in almost all cases, implying that even this (high) precision remains
limited by a minute residual systematic effect.

in Fig. 2 of Part1,1 dominatedby the decaycontribution
andwith anenhancedrelativestandarderror,of a few per
cent.Theseshouldnot be limitations in a well-designed
experiment.

Figure 3 showsthe consistencybasedon correctnor-
malizationof the samedata.The consistencyis improved
by oneor two ordersof magnitudecomparedwith Fig. 2
or with resultsneglectingthe monitor signal (Fig. 2, in
Part 1.1) This consistencyis representedin the derived
s.d.safter inclusionof correlation.The consistencyof the
datadoesindeedlie at the 0.03–0.01%level. The impor-
tanceof a monitor is clear,but this is not sufficient unless
correlatedanalysisis performedon thedata,in which case
the predictedimprovementof up to two ordersof magni-
tude in precisionis indeedobserved.

Oneseriesof measurementsremainconsistentlyhigher
thanthe other (Fig. 3). Interestingly,the statisticalpreci-
sion is still not the limiting factor in theseresults.Evenat
this level, understandingthesmall systematicdiscrepancy
may in future work leadto a limiting precisionbelow the
0.01%level.

CONCLUSIONS

Introducinga monitor counterin an experimentpermits
a dramaticincreasein the accuracyof results.However,
ignoring thecorrelationbetweenthemonitoranddetector
in suchexperimentsleadsto largeandunnecessaryimpre-
cision.Failureto optimizetheexperimentalanddetection
conditionsalsoleadsto largesystematicerrorsandimpre-
cision.

Optimizationof all contributionsto theobservednoise,
and appropriateanalysiswith incorporationof all corre-
lations,canpermit a precisionup to two ordersof mag-
nitudebetterthanthat achievableby previous,alternative

approaches.Optimizationincludesdetectorgasselection,
optimization of amplifier settings,selectionof the opti-
mum experimentalattenuationand optimizing for strong
positivecorrelation.

Many details regardingindividual componentsof the
statisticsof a detectedsignal on a synchrotronline may
be determinedto high accuracy,without absolutecali-
bration of the detectorefficiency. We have determined
the absolute photon count incident in an experiment
to within �.I//I D 20%, without counting the pho-
tons.The accuracyof observedstandarddeviations�obsup,
�obsdown and �obsratio is limited by samplesize, flux and
the observedattenuation,but is typically �obsup D 10%
(and similarly for the other three observedmeasures).
The componentcontributionsto relative standarddevia-
tions(�up, �ebeam, �absup; �updown, �absdown, �ionup, �iondown, �time,
�decay, �zeroup, �zerodown and�amp) haveall beendetermined
from model predictions, observedstandarddeviations
andthe correlationcoefficient Rupdown. Eachmeasurement
investigatedregimeswhere different noise components
weresignificant,so that the accuracyof individual com-
ponent standarddeviations (e.g. �up) varied from 10
to 50%.

Fairly simple modelsaccountfor the observationsand
can be used for on-line diagnosticsand optimization
of the statistics. In many experiments,the zero offset
noiseand the amplifier noisecan limit the experimental
precisionbeyondacceptablelimits unlessconditionsare
optimized.
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